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BANKING SECTOR NEWSLETTER
IN THE MEDIA
ASIC set to triple corporate penalties to $3 million
Minister for Financial Service Kelly O’Dwyer will release
a review of the ASIC Enforcement Review Taskforce
as early as Monday on “strengthening penalties for
corporate and financial sector misconduct”, which follows
recommendations by David Murray’s Financial System
Inquiry to “substantially increase” civil and criminal penalties.
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/asic-set-to-totriple-corporate-penalties-to-3-million-2017-10
RBA to begin ‘top-down’ stress testing
The Reserve Bank of Australia has announced that
it will conduct a series of “top-down” stress tests on
Australia’s banking system.
https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breakingnews/11587-rba-to-begin-top-down-stress-testing
Personal insolvencies rise 8.0% in the September
quarter 2017
There were 8,194 new personal insolvencies in the
September quarter 2017. This is an increase of 8.0%
compared to the September quarter 2016. In the
September quarter 2017, 16.1% of debtors entered a
business related personal insolvency. This is a small rise
from 16.0% in the September quarter 2016.
https://www.afsa.gov.au/about-us/newsroom/mediarelease-personal-insolvencies-rise-80-septemberquarter-2017
Sharp increase in mortgage holders with no equity
The latest research from Roy Morgan has found that 8
percent of Australian mortgage holders have little or no
real equity in their home.
https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breakingnews/11583-sharp-increase-in-mortgage-holderswith-no-equity

CIO releases its Annual Report on Operations 2016/17
The Credit and Investments Ombudsman (CIO) has
released its Annual Report on OPerations for 2016/17.
Key highlights for the year include 5,892 complaints
were made against financial services providers, up 24%.
https://www.cio.org.au/publications/annual-report-onoperations/annual-report-on-operations-2017.html
CHOICE leads change to keep banking giants out of
primary schools
For generations programs like the Commonwealth Bank’s
Dollarmites scheme have been a ritual for primary school
kids. But now a leading consumer group is fighting to
keep financial giants away from young students.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-13/choiceleads-charge-to-keep-bank-cba-out-of-primaryschools/9047648
Australian households ‘too big to fail’: Morningstar
A banking analyst believes that it is actually the “highly
leveraged Australian household sector” that is too big to
fail and not the major banks - as most expect.
https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breakingnews/11551-australian-households-too-big-to-failmorningstar
Insurance, credit card suppliers leave customers up in arms
Customer complaints over financial services surge,
forcing the ombudsman’s office to bulk up its staff to
deal with almost 1,000 calls a day from aggrieved clients.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-05/financialombudsman-service-complaints-surge-insurancecredit/9019046
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Annual Review reveals record dispute numbers
The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) Australia
received record dispute numbers in 2016-17, according
to new data published today. The Annual Review shows
that FOS received 39,479 disputes, a 16% increase from
last year, after a 7% increase the previous year.
http://www.fos.org.au/news/media/annual-reviewreveals-record-dispute-numbers/
Thousands unaware they have interest-only home loans
Up to a third of borrowers with interest-only loans may
not realise they have them and may not be prepared for
rising repayments, investment bank UBS warns.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-04/
consumers-unaware-they-have-interest-only-homeloans/9014448
IMF warns Australia on household debt vulnerability
Australia’s high levels of household debt leave it
potentially exposed to a global economic shock or a
banking crisis, warns the IMF.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-04/imf-warnsaustralia-on-household-debt/9013634
Regional banks urge inquiry to crack down on power
of ‘big four’
Australia’s regional banks are urging a Productivity
Commission inquiry to tackle the growing market power
and “too big to fail” nature of Australia’s big four banks.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-09-22/regionalbanks-urge-inquiry-to-crack-down-on-power-of-bigfour/8974084
Best lending standards ‘might not be enough’: RBA
The central bank has clarified its views on Australia’s
high levels of household debt and warned that “even
the best lending standards” won’t save the industry from
an economic shock.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-09-22/regionalbanks-urge-inquiry-to-crack-down-on-power-of-bigfour/8974084
Financial competition still exists, says APRA
The high level of “concentration” within Australian
financial services is not necessarily an impediment to
competition, according to APRA.
https://www.investordaily.com.au/regulation/41884financial-competition-still-exists-says-apra
BEAR regime must extend entire industry: Medcraft
The conduct and culture within Australia’s big banks
is a major problem and the Government’s proposed
executive accountability regime is a step in the right
direction – though it may not go far enough, ASIC
chairman Greg Medcraft said.
http://www.financialstandard.com.au/news/
bear-regime-must-extend-entire-industrymedcraft-103457130

APRA taken to task over banks’ back book repricing
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority has
faced heavy scrutiny over lenders potentially using the
crackdown on interest-only lending as a cover for back
book repricing.
https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breakingnews/11479-apra-taken-to-task-over-banks-backbook-repricing
ASIC targets reverse mortgages as lenders ditch products
In a bid to address the issues that affect older Australians,
the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
will impose greater scrutiny on reverse mortgages.
https://www.mortgagebusiness.com.au/breakingnews/11477-reverse-mortgages-in-for-asic-scrutiny
Bank halts investor lending
Heritage Bank has temporarily stopped accepting
new applications for investment home loans, effective
immediately. Starting Friday, 1 September, Heritage Bank
will no longer accept new applications for investment
loans in a bid to stay within the caps imposed by APRA.
https://www.theadviser.com.au/breaking-news/36696bank-halts-investor-lending
Insolvency regulators welcome start of second tranche
of insolvency law reforms
The AFSA and the ASIC have welcomed the start
today of the second and final tranche of reforms
introduced by the Insolvency Law Reform Act 2016
(ILRA). The reforms aim to increase efficiency, reduce
administration costs and promote market competition
in personal and corporate insolvency in Australia.
Read the statement from ASIC here.
More information on the reforms including resources
for practitioners is available from the AFSA, ASIC and
ARITA websites.
ACNC and AUSTRAC: Strengthening NPOs against
money laundering and terrorism financing
A new report released today by Australia’s financial
intelligence agency, AUSTRAC, and the ACNC, identifies
significant risks for non-profit organisations in relation
to money laundering and terrorism financing.
http://www.austrac.gov.au/media/media-releases/
acnc-and-austrac-strengthening-npos-against-moneylaundering-and-terrorism
IN PRACTICE AND COURTS
APRA: Consultation on phased licensing for authorised
deposit-taking institutions
APRA is reviewing a licensing approach for authorised
deposit-taking institutions (ADIs). The discussion paper
seeks views on the proposed amendments to introduce
a phased approach to authorisation, designed to make
it easier for applicants to navigate the ADI licensing
process. Submissions close on 30 November 2017
http://www.apra.gov.au/AboutAPRA/Pages/0817Consultation-Licensing.aspx
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See the Discussion Paper – Licensing: A phased
approach to authorising new entrants to the banking industry
Legal and Constitutional Affairs Legislation Committee
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Amendment Bill 2017 [Provisions]
FOS 2016-17 Comparative Tables
The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) Australia
has published the 2016-17 Comparative Tables.
These tables provide dispute statistics about financial
services providers (FSPs) who are members of FOS.
The tables covers 19 product groups and can be used
by consumers and FSPs to compare dispute data for
particular FSPs and financial products. The Comparative
Tables and supporting information can be viewed
via this link: http://www.fos.org.au/publications/
comparative-tables/
Economic Legislation Committee
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/
Committees/Senate/Economics/PuttingConsumersFirst
CASES
Morris Finance Ltd v Free [2017] NSWSC 1417
EQUITY – Equitable charges and liens – Creation –
Whether lease agreement contained language sufficient
to create a charge
EQUITY – Equitable charges and liens – Remedies –
Judicial sale – Whether court has power to make an
order for possession as ancillary to a primary order for
judicial sale
Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth), s 58(3); Civil Procedure Act
2005 (NSW), s 20; Personal Properties Securities Act
2009 (Cth), ss 12, 13; Real Property Act 1900 (NSW);
Moneylenders Act 1958 (Vic)
As to the applicable principles concerning equitable
charges, such a charge has been described as a security
whereby “only a right to payment of the debt out of the
property is conferred by the owner of the property to
the holder of the security” (AVCO Financial Services at
563).
Commonwealth Bank of Australia v Nugawela [2017]
WASC 303
Practice and procedure - Summary judgment - Where
claim for default on loan secured by mortgage Where no triable issue - Where sequestration order
made against defendant - Whether plaintiff may
proceed for possession of secured property - Turns
on own facts - Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth), s 58;
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 441D(2)
Giasoumi v Ribbera [2017] VSC 631
CONTRACT - Duress - What constitutes unacceptable
pressure to procure entry into contract - Informed
borrowers in financial distress seeking urgent refinance
- Extrinsic deadlines and pressure on borrowers -

Apparent absence of bad faith by willing broker and
lender - Acceptance of offer of finance on terms
obliging payment of fees and charges if acceptance
withdrawn - Borrower’s inability to give the required
security - Borrower withdraws acceptance of loan offer
withdrawn and loan cancelled - Contractual obligation
to pay fees and expenses - Whether contract procured
by duress or unsupported by consideration
CONTRACT - Consideration - Contract with finance
broker to procure a loan - Fee payable according
to loan amount - Offer of loan obtained on certain
conditions and security - Fees payable to lender to
establish loan - Offeree obliged to pay liquidated
damages and fees and costs if acceptance of loan is
withdrawn - Inadequate security - Loan unattainable
and not advanced - Claim by broker and lender for fees
- Whether obligation to pay fees and costs is supported
by consideration
CONTRACT - Penalties in contract - Offer of finance
- Establishment fee payable - Fees and costs payable
by borrower for grant of loan - Obligation to pay
‘Liquidated Damages’ if borrower withdraws or revokes
acceptance of loan - ‘Liquidated damages’ included
fees and costs payable for grant of loan - Whether law
of penalties applies
Australian and New Zealand Bank Group Ltd v Beamond
[2017] QSC 208
BANKING AND FINANCE – BANKS – LIABILITIES
OF BANKS – FRAUD, UNDUE INFLUENCE AND
UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT MORTGAGOR –
where the defendants entered into a series of five
loan agreements with the plaintiff bank, each secured
by registered bills of mortgage over properties
owned by one or both of the defendants – where
the defendants repaid one of the loans – where the
defendants defaulted on the remaining four loans
– where the plaintiff seeks payment of the sums
due under the unpaid loans as well as possession of
the mortgaged properties – where the defendants
counterclaimed for damages based on allegations
of fraud, forgery, unconscionability and breach of
fiduciary duty – whether the plaintiff engaged in
fraud, forgery, unconscionability or breach of fiduciary
duty – whether the defendants have suffered loss and
damage in consequence of any acts of fraud, forgery,
unconscionability and breach of fiduciary duty on the
part of the plaintiff
Bank of Queensland Limited v Banjanin [2017] QSC 209
BANKING AND FINANCE – BANKS – LIABILITIES –
FRAUD, UNDUE INFLUENCE AND UNCONSCIONABLE
CONDUCT – where the defendants who were married
borrowed from the plaintiff in order to refinance their
existing loan to complete the construction of their
luxury home – where a company of which the husband
and wife were directors, borrowed from the plaintiff
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and purchased land to develop and sell commercial
sheds to finance the loans – where the defendants
allege the plaintiff acted unconscionably in approving
the loan contracts – where the defendants would only
be able to repay the loan contracts through selling their
property – whether the defendants were subject to a
special disadvantage – whether the plaintiff engaged in
unconscionable conduct
BANKING AND FINANCE – BANKS – LIABILITIES –
FRAUD, UNDUE INFLUENCE AND UNCONSCIONABLE
CONDUCT – where the defendant wife claimed
unconscionability against the plaintiff as a result of
reposing trust or confidence in her husband – where
the wife was not a volunteer – whether the wife was
subject to a special disadvantage – whether the plaintiff
engaged in unconscionable conduct.
Greenlight Asset Pty Ltd v WBK Ricetti Pty Ltd [2017]
WASC 278
Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth) - Extension
of time to register certain interests in personal property
- Principles to be applied - Corporations Act 2001 (Cth);
Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth). Result:
Time extended
Paciocco v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited (No 2) [2017] FCAFC 146
COSTS - whether a lump sum cost award should be
made – the application of the Costs Practice Note –
instances where a lump sum cost award could be made
Valenzuela v Commonwealth Bank of Australia [2017]
NSWSC 1243
CONTRACTS — Unconscionable conduct — Special
disadvantage — Whether plaintiff suffered from
a special disadvantage — Whether defendant
unconscientiously took advantage of plaintiff to procure
execution of deed. Limitation Act 1969 (NSW) s 60C
Bank of Queensland v Edwards [2017] QSC 191
BANKING AND FINANCE – BANKS – LIABILITIES
OF BANKS – FRAUD, UNDUE INFLUENCE AND
UNCONSCIONABLE CONDUCT – CONTRACTS
– GENERAL CONTRACTUAL PRINCIPLES –
CONSTRUCTION AND INTERPRETATION OF
CONTRACTS – INTERPRETATION OF MISCELLANEOUS
CONTRACTS AND OTHER MATTERS – where the
defendants entered into loan contracts with the
plaintiff secured by a registered mortgage – where the
defendants fell into arrears in repayment of the loans
and defaulted – where the defendants provided the
plaintiff with certain disclosure concerning their ability
to repay the loans – whether the plaintiff breached the
Code of Banking Practice (2004) in failing to act as a
reasonable, diligent and prudent banker in assessing
the defendants’ ability to repay the loans and thereby
breached its contracts with the defendants – whether
the plaintiff engaged in unconscionable conduct
in advancing the sums under the loan contracts to
the defendants – whether the plaintiff engaged in
misleading and deceptive conduct in advancing the

sums under the loan contracts to the defendants
– whether the loan contracts are unjust within the
meaning of the National Credit Code (2009) (Cth)
EQUITY – GENERAL PRINCIPLES – UNDUE INFLUENCE
AND DURESS – PRESUMPTION OF UNDUE INFLUENCE
FROM RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES – SPOUSES –
where the first defendant was the wife of the second
defendant – where the defendants were joint debtors
under the loan contracts – where the first defendant
was the registered owner of the property subject to the
plaintiff’s mortgage – where the plaintiff’s mortgage
secured the sums advanced under the loan contracts –
whether the first defendant was in a position of special
disadvantage as in Yerkey v Jones when she signed
the loan contracts – whether the first defendant was a
volunteer.
Muranna Park Pty Ltd & Ors v Southern Mortgages Ltd &
Ors [2017] VSC 522
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE – Appeal from Associate
Justice – Application by mortgagees for summary
judgment – Whether claim has real prospect of success
– Civil Procedure Act 2010, ss 63 and 64.
MORTGAGES AND SECURITIES – Application of
Farm Debt Mediation Act 2011 – Enforcement and
waiver – Capitalisation of interest, effect with respect
to enforcement – Almond Land Pty Ltd v Geoffjoy
Enterprises Pty Ltd [2014] VCC 196 – Silkdale Pty Ltd v
Long Leys Pty Ltd (1995) 7 BRP 14,414; (1995) 2 ACCR
33 – Sibard Pty Ltd v AGC (Advances) Ltd (1992) 6 BPR
13,178 – Bank of New South Wales v Brown (1983) 151
CLR 514 – Farm Debt Mediation Act 2011, s 37(a).
K.J. Renfrey Nominees Pty Ltd (Trustee), in the
matter of OneSteel Manufacturing Pty Ltd v OneSteel
Manufacturing Pty Ltd (No 2) [2017] FCA 1034
BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY – administration
–– application for an order pursuant to s 293 of the
Personal Property Securities Act 2009 (Cth) for an
extension of time for the purposes of s 62(3)(b) –
whether just and equitable to make an order granting
an extension of time for registration for the purposes
of s 62(3)(b). Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); Personal
Properties Securities Act 2009 (Cth).
Global Financial Markets Pty Ltd and Australian Securities
and Investments Commission [2017] AATA 1397
CORPORATIONS – Financial Services and Markets –
Australian Financial Services Licence – Cancellation of
and refusal to grant licence – Failure to comply with
financial services laws – Failure to take reasonable steps
to ensure representatives comply with financial services
laws – Failure to ensure representatives are adequately
trained – Misleading and deceptive conduct in relation
to financial service – Whether there is no reason
to believe that the applicant is likely to contravene
obligations under s 912A – Whether there is reason
to believe that the licensee is likely to contravene
obligations under s 912A – Decisions under review
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE – Nonpublication and
confidentiality orders sought – No reasonable prospect
of commercial harm – Confidentiality order not
granted.
Young v Thomson (formerly trustee of the property of
Young) [2017] FCAFC 140
BANKRUPTCY – Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) –
application under s 178(1) by creditor against decision
of primary judge dismissing application to set aside
litigation funding agreement entered into by trustee
of bankrupt’s estate, and for inquiry under s 179 into
conduct of trustee – whether primary judge erred in
exercise of discretion under s 178(1) to refuse to set
aside funding agreement – where trustee considered
she had “carte blanche” to enter into funding
agreement regardless of creditors’ position – where
major creditor adversely affected by entry into funding
agreement – where many valuable assets of estate all
burdened by funding agreement to pay funder 35% of
all recoveries – where funder agreeing to fund only
some but not all expected costs of recovery actions but
entitled to recoup outlays and 35% of all net proceeds
recovered.
BANKRUPTCY – Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) – whether
primary judge erred in exercise of discretion when
considering what order was “just and equitable”
under s 178(1) – where primary judge required
applicant to establish preferable course of conduct
in the circumstances – where primary judge failed to
consider additional fact arising after trustee’s decision
that valuable asset of estate would soon be realised –
where proceeds of sale of asset would make funding
agreement unnecessary – where funder on notice
of application under s 178(1) to set aside funding
agreement before it provided finance – where applicant
creditor undertakes to repay funder all its outlays with
interest if funding agreement set aside
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – procedural fairness –
where ground of appeal that trustee denied creditor
procedural fairness – whether principles of judicial
review of administrative decisions apply to review of
trustee’s conduct under s 178 of Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth)
Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) ss 19, 30, 58, 60, 64ZBA, 77A,
134, 177, 178, 179, 181
National Australia Bank Ltd v Artup [2017] NSWSC 1164
1. Defence filed 13 October 2016 struck out. 2. Plaintiff
granted leave to move for default judgment.
REAL PROPERTY – mortgages – possession of land
– defence filed does not disclose defence to claim –
defence seeks to rely on unfiled cross-claim to set-off
damages – repeated failures to comply with court
orders to file cross-claim – defence struck out

LEGISLATION
Commonwealth
ASIC Client Money Reporting Rules
09/10/2017 - These rules impose record-keeping,
reconciliation and reporting requirements on Australian
financial services licensees in relation to their use of
derivative retail client money
Treasury Laws Amendment (Putting Consumers First—
Establishment of the Australian Financial Complaints
Authority) Bill 2017
14/09/2017 - This Bill will amend the Corporations Act
2001 (Corporations Act) and other Commonwealth Acts
to introduce a new external dispute resolution (EDR)
framework and an enhanced internal dispute resolution
(IDR) framework for the financial system. The new
EDR framework will ensure that consumers have easy
access to a single EDR scheme, known as the Australian
Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA), which will
resolve disputes about products and services provided
by financial firms
People of Australia’s Commission of Inquiry (Banking
and Financial Services) Bill 2017
Referred to Federation Chamber 06 Sep 2017 Second
reading debate 11/09/2017
Establishes a Commission of Inquiry to inquire into
unethical, unlawful and improper conduct in the
banking, financial services and related sectors
International Monetary Agreements Amendment (New
Arrangements to Borrow) Bill 2017
Finally passed both Houses 11/09/2017 Assent Act no:
102 Year: 2017
The amendments allow the standing appropriation and
authority to borrow to continue to apply for payments
to the IMF under the renewed NAB. The IMF Executive
Board’s decision to renew the NAB becomes effective
on 17 November 2017
Regulations
ASIC Credit (Flexible Credit Cost Arrangements)
Instrument 2017/780
06/09/2017 - This instrument modifies Chapter 2 of the
National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 to insert
new sections 53A and 53B, which impose a prohibition
on payment of commissions or other benefits in certain
circumstances. This prohibition is to prevent payment
of benefits under flexible credit cost arrangements
that enable intermediaries to determine or influence
the cost of a credit contract or consumer lease for the
consumer, and incentivise the arrangement of higher
cost credit or consumer leases for consumers and
unfair conduct.
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ASIC Corporations (Repeal) Instrument 2017/796
18/09/2017 - This instrument repeals ASIC Class Order
[CO 03/1048] and ASIC Class Order [CO 04/239] which
relate to factoring arrangements and mortgage offset
accounts.
ASIC Corporations (Factoring Arrangements) Instrument
2017/794
18/09/2017 - This instrument provides relief for sellers
and purchasers of accounts receivable under factoring
arrangements in circumstances where the factoring
arrangement would otherwise fall within the definition
of a ‘derivative’
Victoria
No. 95: Borrowing and Investment Powers (Stock,
Bonds and Debentures) Regulations 2017

Treasury Laws Amendment (Banking Measures No. 1) Bill 2017
19/10/2017 - A Bill for an Act to amend the law relating
to banking, insurance, credit, registrable corporations
and financial system regulation - Chapter 1 Promoting
financial stability; Chapter 2 Removing restrictions on
the use of the term ‘bank’; Chapter 3 Objects of the
Banking Act and Chapter 4 Credit card reforms.
Treasury Laws Amendment (Banking Executive
Accountability and Related Measures) Bill 2017
19/10/2017; House of Representatives 20/10/2017 This Bill amends the Banking Act to establish the BEAR.
The BEAR puts in place a strengthened responsibility
and accountability framework for the most senior and
influential directors and executives of ADIs and their
subsidiaries. To support the BEAR, the Bill gives APRA
new and strengthened powers. Date of effect: 1 July
2018.

Date of Making: 12/09/2017 Commencement:
17/09/2017: reg. 4 Not yet in operation: Regs 1-45: on
17/09/2017: reg. 4 Sunset Date: 12/09/2027

Financial Sector Legislation Amendment (Crisis
Resolution Powers and Other Measures) Bill 2017

Bills

Introduced House of Representatives:19/10/2017. The
bill was adjourned 20/10/2017.

Bankruptcy Amendment (Enterprise Incentives) Bill 2017
19/10/2017 - The Bill contains measures to implement
significant reforms to Australia’s bankruptcy laws by
reducing the default period of bankruptcy from three
years to one year. Other time periods associated with
bankruptcy will also be reduced to one year. These
include disclosure of bankrupt status when applying for
credit, seeking permission for overseas travel and the
attainment of certain licences and entering into certain
professions.

The Bill strengthens the powers of the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) to facilitate
the orderly resolution of an authorised deposit-taking
institution (ADI) or insurer so as to protect the interests
of depositors and policyholders, and to protect the
stability of the financial system. The Bill also ensures
that APRA has powers to set appropriate prudential
requirements and take action in relation to resolution
planning so that ADIs and insurers are better prepared
for resolution.

The Bill also contains measures that extend income
contribution obligations for discharged bankrupts for a
minimum period of two years following discharge or,
in the event that a bankruptcy is extended due to non
compliance, for five to eight years.

International Monetary Agreements Amendment (New
Arrangements to Borrow) Bill 2017
Senate: Third reading agreed to 11/09/2017 - The
amendments allow the standing appropriation and
authority to borrow to continue to apply for payments
to the IMF under the renewed NAB. The IMF Executive
Board’s decision to renew the NAB becomes effective
on 17 November 2017.
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